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Abstract
It has long been known that the lipoma, which is a benign tumor of fat, may cause bowel obstruction. It has been hypothesized that

the establishment of a histopathology data pool facilitates epidemiological analysis. Therefore, the one functioning in a developing
community is used in this paper to present examples worthy of documentation concerning the lipoma polyp and its causation of the
obstruction of the small intestine.
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Introduction
Recently, Gould and his associates [1] drew attention to the rare

lipoma of the intestinal tract as dating back to 1757, and contributed a report concerning colonic obstruction by it. Incidentally, it has
been hypothesized that the establishment of a histopathology data

pool facilitates epidemiological analysis [2]. Therefore, can such a
data pool function in a developing community?

Method

Such a data pool was provided by the Government of the East-

ern Region of Nigeria at Enugu in 1970. It was established for an
Ethnic Group called the Ibos [3]. Since I was the Pioneer Editor, I

encouraged the medical practitioners to send formalin-fixed speci-

mens together with epidemiological data in special Request Forms.
Having kept personal copies of all the cases, their analysis was rela-

From Turkey [7], the view was held that lipomas are usually

asymptomatic but become symptomatic when larger than 2 cm. All

local cases measured 2 cm or larger. Incidentally, Taiwanese authors appreciated that giant lipomas, which are defined as being
more than 4 cm across, are uncommon and reported a single case
[8]. None of the local specimens measured more than that figure.

From India, Amey and Pravin [9] reported the cases of success-

ful colonoscopic polypectomy of a giant (3.0 cm x 3.0 cm x 1.0 cm)
ileal lipoma causing recurrent subacute intestinal obstruction. As

they put it, “After careful review of the literature, this was the first

case where polypectomy of a lipoma of this size was successfully
attempted.” Accordingly, one present case measuring up to 4 cm
has attained such a success.

Furthermore, single cases of adult males operated on for ob-

tively easy. Indeed, the collected positive case reports are deemed

struction due to lipoma occurred in India [10-12]. Curiously, all the

Results

Conclusion

to be worthy of tabulation.
No.

1

2

3

4

Initials

Age

Sex

UA

40

M

NJ

AM
OB

46

31

40

M

M

M

Site

Ileum

Ileum

Ileum
Small
intestine

Measurement
4 cm

2 cm
2 cm

2.5 cm

Doctor
Ilouga

Okwulehie
Ojukwu

Omutah

Table 1: Epidemiological analysis of positive
lipoma induced obstruction.

Discussion

As tabulated, 4 doctors each submitted a single case. This indi-

cates the wide usage of the Enugu histopathology data pool. This

experience counters the erroneous view once debated in the UK
about distant doctors not benefitting from a Central Laboratory [4].
Incidentally, this concept was shown to be erroneous elsewhere [5].
Indian authors argued that lipomatous polyps lead to intussus-

ception in children relatively commonly [6] and reported 4 cases in
adults. Curiously, the four local cases were all adults.

Nigerian examples were males.

According to a standard textbook [13], lipoma is less frequently

encountered in the large than in the small intestine. It happened

that this particular local picture does not feature the large intestine. Accordingly, the present epidemiological study is at variance

with the above textbook. In sum, it indicates the need for documentation from developing communities.
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